
Dependable Power Ltd (Appleby Engineering)
has the experience and technical know-how
required for your job. We have delivered turnkey
solutions to a wide range of projects and
industries, including the following:

With over 45 years of industry experience, the
company was set up by John Appleby. The
business has evolved over the years to
become a premier supplier of generators and
downstream equipment. 

Our supply chain leads to an unrivalled range
of products. Included within our scope are
suppliers such as Deutz, Volvo, MTU, Perkins,
Cummins, Mecc Alte and Newage Stamford.
Unique build controls and instrumentation are
sourced from Deep Sea Electronics and other
leading brands.  

Dependable Power Ltd (Appleby Engineering), leading supplier and
installer of diesel generators in New Zealand and the South Pacific
Basin. No matter how large or small your project, you can rely on us to
deliver dependable power when and where you need it!

 
Phone: 0800 444 737 - www.dependablepower.co.nz

What makes us different is the integrated
approach to a solution we offer. Developing
solutions requires capacity analysis and project
management skills, knowledge, expertise and most
of all experience with a proven track record
Dependable Power (Appleby Engineering) ticks all
the boxes.
 
This means we can provide a complete solution
whatever your industry or requirements. Get in
touch today to ensure a dependable power supply
for your business, when and where you need it.

Industrial: You can depend on us to deliver
in any situation requiring a constant and
reliable power supply. This solution could be
in IT or for manufacturing stability, order
processing and logistics. If the objective is
reduced energy costs, we can supply peak-
lopping or base-loading options.
Communications: Our Genset solutions
provide a guaranteed continuous supply of
power to ensure service continuity and the
integrity of data and devices.
Public and Civil Services: Hospitals,
highways, public transport, medical centres
or water treatment plants, we provide
complete power solutions that guarantee
supply with minimal interruption for these
critical services.
Agricultural: Our experience and knowledge
cover power supplies for irrigation, milking,
and agricultural farm applications.


